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Email Compliant Archiving for Service Providers
With the growing trend towards cloud based IT solutions the Cryoserver Service Provider Editition
(CryoSPE ) Multi-Tenant email archiving enables service providers to quickly add email archiving to
their product portfolio. Delivered as dedicated or virtual software that is fully scalable and easy to use
email archiving solution.
OVERVIEW

Scalable, Flexible and Easy to Use

The Cryoserver email archiving solution was specifically designed for managed service providers who are faced with the
problem of supporting many different customers needs without a proliferation of hardware resources. A single instance of
the Cryoserver Multi-Tenant supports multiple businesses. Provisioning a new business is only a few minutes work with
each businesses email stored in separate encrypted and tamper evident repository. A powerful search engine enables users
to quickly and easily find any email while authorised business administrators can quickly search across the entire archive
reducing e-discovery requests to minutes.

Screenshot of one of the search
interfaces available for Outlook,
Lotus Notes and any mail client.
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KEY FEATURES

Ÿ Multi-Tenant Architecture with no additional 3rd party licenses required
Ÿ Scaleable to meet the needs of any business
Ÿ Each businesses email are stored in a separate encrypted and tamper evident repository
Ÿ Mirroring for high availability
Ÿ Mail Server independent
Ÿ Provision a new business in minutes
Ÿ Ultra-fast search times
Ÿ Users can access the archive transparently through Outlook or from any web browser
Ÿ Enables compliance with regulations

Cryoserver Features

The Cryoserver Multi-Tenant Email Archiving provides a fully
audited hierarchical management infrastructure providing
maximum flexibility for the service provider and their
customers.
Ÿ Ensures emails are stored, managed and accessed in a
compliant way
Ÿ Each business has the option of managing their own
virtual Cryoserver archive thus providing them with
maximum flexibility in managing their own email archive
policies
Ÿ Each virtual Cryoserver can support multiple domains and
LDAP servers allowing many different customer
configurations to be supported at the same time
Ÿ Provision a new customer with in minutes.

In a multi-tenant environment security of email is essential for
the protection of IP and to meet regulatory needs.
Ÿ Each businesses emails are stored in a separate encrypted
and tamper evident repository
Ÿ Role based management ensures that only authorised users
can access emails
Ÿ Each email is date and time stamped and signed to provide
proof of sending / receiving and the content has not been
altered

An intuitive and powerful search engine enables users to
quickly and easily find any email while authorised business
administrators can quickly search across the entire archive
reducing e-discovery times and costs.
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Import legacy emails from Exchange server or .pst files, de-duplicating in the process. In addition historical emails can be
imported in to Cryoserver from any mail server that support RFC 822

Dual Core 3.0 Ghz or higher

4 GB

1GB per user per year

Windows Server 2008, Linux, Sun JVM - Cryoserver is supplied as a VM Image or as a dedicated application
Please contact Cryoserver for further information on hardware requirements for larger organisations .
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